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Yesterday I spoke at great length about the Way, the Dharma activity.  Now it is up to

you to truly manifest the wisdom that knows that the Way is the Dharma activity.  

So, now on to Mumon’s comment.  Mumon was a person who was living 500 or 600

years after Nansen.   Mumon was a Zen master who lived at just the period of time when the

Northern Sung dynasty was collapsing and the Southern Sung was coming into power.  So, now

let’s listen to Mumon’s comment although I don’t think the English word “comment” really hits

the mark translating the original “Hyo”.  But, in any case, this koan or this phrase of Nansen’s

“Ordinary Mind is the Way” was already very famous and Mumon takes it up and gives his

explanation or interpretation.  

Mumon says  that  Nansen receives  Joshu’s  question  and immediately,  just  as  a  brick

becomes earth or ice becomes water, immediately, he shows; he demonstrates No Self.  This first

two-character phrase, “The brick being smashed to bits” (gage 瓦解) can be seen to be the plus

activity.  And the second two-character phrase, “Hyo Sho, 氷消” (the ice melting) can be seen to

be the minus activity.  And so Nansen does them both completely and manifests zero, no self.  If

you are a practitioner don’t get tied up by the words here; don’t get tied up by the bricks and ice,

just know that you are always manifesting both plus and minus and practice that.  If you can

practice in this way, then according to Tathagata Zen, you will see whether it’s God, the Buddha,

the Devil, a crazy person, all of these things arise right within our human lives.  None of them

are in any way separate from our human lives.  

It’s probably my fault, it’s probably because of my insufficient instruction, but it seems as

if most of my students don’t yet realize that God, Buddha, the Devil only arise in the process of

our human lives, in the process of our coupled relationships, in our lives.  It’s not possible to

really understand Buddhism if you are still thinking the way you probably have previously been
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taught that God is in heaven that God is somehow outside of our human lives.  This is what

Nansen meant when he taught Joshu so kindly that when you thoroughly know something then

that knowing doesn’t belong either to knowing or not knowing.  This is the same to say, as

Buddhism always says, that the truth, which we can variously call the Dharmakaya or reality

itself doesn’t belong to male or female. 

The truth appears when man and woman, plus and minus become one.  That’s called the

manifestation of zero and later in Buddhism it was named the manifestation of the activity of

emptiness.  Because, however, people don’t seem much interested in emptiness, when they hear

“emptiness”, they stop listening, so Buddhism goes on and says, “Well, you can personify that

emptiness activity and call it Buddha.”  In any case, no matter what, you have to rid yourself of

your "I am self" you have to dissolve your "I am self" or that state of reality won’t be manifest.

Therefore,  if  I  give  teisho and I  tell  you that  the  true  world,  reality,  is  manifest  when you

manifest  true  love,  then  you are  interested  and you can  understand.   And Nansen when he

explains the manifestation of zero he does it very carefully and kindly.  Buddhists, however,

have always said that if you stop in that manifestation of zero, then it isn’t Buddhism any more. 

Buddhism teaches that zero, the manifestation of true love, the Dharmakaya , or we can

equally well call it the manifestation of true God does appear but only within the process of the

functions of plus and minus acting, it is never fixated.  The moment you fixate the manifestation

of zero or the manifestation of the Dharmakaya, or true love and think, “There is God, there is

the Dharmakaya,  there is  Buddha.” Then you have fallen off  of Buddhism.  It  is  no longer

Buddhism.  You have decisively cut off half of the Dharma activity.  God, the Dharmakaya, will

without fail be manifest but it isn’t fixated.   It is through plus and minus coming totally into

relationship with each other, through making relationship with each other, that the emptiness

activity, the zero activity, the Dharmakaya is manifest.  That is what I meant I said that God,

Buddha, the Dharmakaya is not manifest outside of our human lives.  

So, at least as one way, we should understand this expression that Mumon gives us, the

“dissolving of the brick and the melting of the ice” to mean the zero activity manifestation, the

emptiness activity manifestation.  But if you attach to that zero activity manifestation, emptiness
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manifestation, then it isn’t Buddhism any more.  But there are those manifestations so if you say

there are not, that’s also not Buddhism.  The moment you fixate having or not having, it’s not

Buddhism  any  more.   So,  Nansen  demonstrated  right  in  front  of  Joshu  that  state  that  has

absolutely no self.  That’s what the melting and dissolving is pointing to in Mumon’s comment.

Nansen  told  Joshu  that  the  God  state,  the  Buddha  state  doesn’t  belong  to  knowing  or  not

knowing.  But if you are still thinking that thought from the standpoint of the "I am self" then

you are still taking God, Buddha as object.  That’s why it’s difficult to really study Buddhism.  

The moment you see God or Buddha or the Devil, the moment you recognize them, then

you are fixating them and also fixating yourself.  That’s why it is difficult to practice.  The next

expression in Mumon’s comment, “Bun so Fugai  分疎不下”  can be understood to be a very

special, technical Buddhist expression and I really have to explain it.  And I would just like to

add that the English translation “Could not offer a plausible explanation” you should probably

just throw that out.  It is a mistake to think it exists or it doesn’t exist.  To think he’s enlightened

or unenlightened or to think he’s not enlightened or I don’t understand; they are both mistakes.  

Nansen taught Joshu as far as the understanding that true love, the Dharmakaya, doesn’t

belong to being or non-being.  And Nansen further, it at least seems, is trying to teach Joshu that

not only the Dharmakaya belongs to neither being or non-being, but we have a self and that self

also must also come to belong to neither being nor non-being.  But it seems that, I am sorry to

say, Nansen really needed to take one more step towards Joshu to really teach him this.  What

should he have done?  It’s as if he taught him up to the point that clearly showed that plus and

minus  do unify and manifest  zero.    But  he didn’t  teach  him clearly  enough that  that  zero

manifestation will without doubt again break apart when plus and minus not just face each other,

but actually separate from each other.  

Mumon is looking at the scene between Nansen and Joshu and he really wants to cry; it is

so regrettable that Nansen didn’t take that next step and teach that it is only when plus and minus

separate from each other, that the self, the "I am" is born.  It wasn’t that Nansen didn’t know

about that, he fully had that realization himself; he just didn’t teach it to Joshu yet and so, that is

what is regrettable.  And that is what this expression “The water not flowing completely in the
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canal,” which is translated as, “Not having a plausible explanation” that’s what this expression

means; that he wasn’t able to teach the complete situation.  Mumon’s interpretation of the scene

is to say Nansen did clearly show that God appears, true love appears when the "I am self" is

gone but he didn’t take the next step and teach further. 

Mumon is criticizing somebody.  He’s criticizing maybe Joshu or maybe the person who

put the koan together in the first place and said that, Joshu got sudden enlightenment.  But he is

saying, “Maybe, Joshu, you were enlightened to the fact that when plus and minus come together

that is one true nature, that is reality itself, but it’s not enough.”   What Mumon is warning us

about here is that although Joshu might have had this satori that the complete self is zero, that the

complete  self  is  when  the  "I  am" is  gone,  if  he  only  has  that  much  satori,  then  it  negates

Buddhism.  Then it just becomes the same as Brahmanism.

Everyone manifests reality; everyone manifests the truth.  But when you’re manifesting

the truth,  then you are not knowing the truth.   That’s  true reality.   But most people say, “I

experienced THIS and it was wonderful.  I experienced true love and it was great.”  Most people

say, “I really experienced zero and I am so happy.”  And at that moment, already the imperfect "I

am self" is manifest.  Buddhism, however, says that after you have that experience that we can

describe as experiencing God itself, then when you wake up from that experience, you have to

have the realization that you are everything, that that experience of God is not separate from the

path that you walk as a human being.  

It isn’t a true enlightened person unless the wisdom arises that knows that when I appear,

everything appears with me as my brothers and sisters, as my family.  When you awake as a

human being,  then  you must,  according to  Buddhism,  have  the  realization  that  you are  not

separate from the world that you live in and all your brothers and sisters are sharing that same

world.  And so, you must live the human life of true love.   Buddhism says that we have to walk

the human road of true love.   But, true love isn’t just one.  We can analyze true love into in two

sides, into “Jihi”.  “Jihi” is usually translated as “compassion” but it is made of two distinct

Chinese characters and they are unfortunately translated as “compassion”.  But, there is the “Ji”

Chinese character “love” and the “Hi” Chinese character “love.”  But, you folks should already
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know this from reading all those books that you read.  I mean, you stand up and you manifest the

plus activity “love” sometimes yourself and sometimes you manifest the minus activity “love”. 

Mumon is speaking directly to Joshu and saying in order to manifest the self that really

knows, that you have to live the life of both these sides of love, of true love, of great compassion.

That is going to take your whole life.  That expression “Thirty years” really means one’s entire

life.  A husband and a wife, a father and mother living together, at once, together, manifest this

life of great compassion.  Buddhism says that it’s certainly is not the case that the husband sits

there  thinking,  “Well,  after  my  wife  manifests  compassion  then I  will.”  NO! They have  to

manifest compassion simultaneously right together. 

Now, because it’s the last day I’ll say that that’s enough for the comment and now I

would like to give teisho on the verse.  This verse was originally called a gatha in Sanskrit and it

just means a short poem.  As I always tell you, if you go blabbering and jabbering endlessly

about the truth then it isn’t the truth anymore.  When it comes to reality, when it comes to the

truth, it’s not something that you really need to go blabbering on about to other people, “Blah,

blah, blah.”  You just need to listen to it for yourself.  You need to tell yourself, you need to see

it for yourself.  This verse, this gatha, is to sing a poem to yourself.  [Roshi sings, “I love you.”]

So, how was that?  When you are singing a love song you don’t need to sing it to other people.

You’re giving the love song to yourself.  You face the flower and you say, “Flower, do you

know I love you?”  You don’t have to say it to other people, you just have to hear it yourself.

The moment you try to tell other people, then that’s the "I am" world; that’s the ego world.  

So these gathas in Zen are understood to be the self  seeing the self.   When you see

something, it’s you that you are seeing.  When you are hearing a sound, you are hearing yourself.

When you hear the voice of God, you’re hearing yourself, you are manifesting the voice of God

yourself.  So, an ordinary poem and these gathas are very different. 

When I read most English poems they seem to always be founded on the separation of the

“I” and the “other”.  And, that’s fine.  You’re separate now but later you will become one.  If you

know that  inevitable  oneness,  then  it  isn’t  just  an  ordinary  poem anymore;  that  is  a  gatha.

Mumon takes this expression of Nansen’s “Ordinary Mind is the Way” and then he sings about
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it.  But don’t lose the fact that he is singing his own activity of heart that is forming himself.

That’s what he is singing.  

“In the spring, a hundred flowers; In the fall, the moon; In the summer, the cool breeze.”

When the cool breeze comes in the summer you forget yourself.  You see the bright white snow

in the winter, and you’ve lost yourself.   Then the next line, “If useless things do not clutter your

mind”.   And this expression, “Useless things” in the actual original implies free time.  When

you’re idle, when you have time on your hands, when you are sitting there thinking, “I wonder

what I should do today?”  That’s when you start making mistakes and all the trouble starts.  If

you have some free time you’ve got to do something.  You think, “Well, maybe I should read a

book, maybe I should read a novel.”  Or, “Maybe I should do some sewing or something or

maybe the laundry.”  When you do the laundry, you become laundry.  Sewing means you are the

sewing.  Then, you won’t be bothered by ever being bored.  

Although  I  am not  really  that  into  this,  today’s  photograph  day  so  lets  go  take  the

photograph.

終

The End  
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